
JPX 4 compact laser protective jet gun + 4 OC cartridges - Piexon
https://www.europarm.fr/en/produit-10022-JPX-4-compact-laser-protective-jet-gun-4-OC-
cartridges-Piexon
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SP3260
JPX 4 Laser 4 Cartridges OC -

Piexon 
D 4  19.2  12  579  4  Black  

595.00 € incl.
tax

Compact 4-shot Piexon jet defender with independent reloading and laser sighting!
Projects an ultra irritating PIEXOL OC (Oleoresin of Capsicum) solution. Non-lethal and without side
effects, a shot instantly blocks the aggressor! Effective up to 7 m on a human aggressor as on attack dogs.
It is equipped with an effective and dissuasive laser sighting device.

Reusable casing by changing the cartridges.
Short handle (2 fingers) for more discretion and less bulk.
Range: 7 meters - Speed at 1.50m: 97.6 m/s - 351 km/h.
Laser: works with 3 CR2032 batteries (not included)

Pyrotechnic propulsion - no loss of charge over time.
Active substance volume: 9 ml per cartridge (4 shots).
Weight: 399 g (empty) - 579 g (loaded).

4 shots for more power in defense condition, each shot is rechargeable independently to always have the
maximum shooting power.
Loading indicator on the side of each tube to see the presence and nature of the chambered cartridge.
Possibility of using active pepper cartridges or training cartridges drawing a blue dye (food grade).

The launcher is impressive, with its appearance close to that of a firearm and the sound of detonation it emits
when fired since the liquid is propelled by a 14 mm pyrotechnic cartridge!

This system of neutralizing threatening individuals has been adopted by the Swiss police and by many
security services around the world.

Unclassified product, over-the-counter from 18 years old. Swiss manufacture.

Photos of details of non-contractual open weapons.

Les prix de vente conseillés sont mentionnés à titre indicatif. Les armuriers sont libres de vendre au prix
qu'ils souhaitent. Textes et photos non contractuels, sujet à modification.

Plus de visuels
disponibles
sur le site
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